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Strategize Magazine’s mission is to enlighten, engage and 
entertain its readers through thought-provoking content 
geared towards the C-Suite business professional. By way of both 

print and online avenues, we strive to empower our readers in their efforts to gain valuable insight 

by showcasing notable success stories and highlighting strategic business and best-practice 

methodologies. For our advertisers, we look to promote a forum in which to showcase their business, 

product or service in front of a qualified, decision-making readership. In doing this, we target the people 

who influence purchasing decisions to provide the best return on investment for your advertisement.
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That’s the key concept behind Strategize Magazine. By 
interviewing successful business executives—from middle 
managers to CEOs—we bring you the real story behind some of 
the most successful businesses in North America.

Our mission is to identify organizations that are leading the way 
in business by combining solid strategy with innovation and 
creativity. Armed with insights from business decision-makers, 
our readers can forge ahead with real solutions to the challenges 
they face in the business world every day.

Strategize covers key market segments across a broad scope. In 
the last year we’ve featured major names such as Disney Store, 
Caesars Entertainment, JetBlue, Jack Daniels and TaylorMade, to 
name a few. Also featured have been a whole slew of exceptional 
healthcare companies, real estate developers, manufacturers 
and distributors, franchisers, and public-sector organizations 
including school systems and utilities.

From scrappy startups to billion-dollar behemoths, Strategize 
covers companies of all sizes and types. Our readers can glean 
knowledge from a wide variety of sources to create a complete 
picture of business philosophies.

With an uncertain economic outlook it’s more important than 
ever to uncover what managers are doing today to create growth, 
drive profitability and find new avenues for success. Strategize 
is a roadmap that can help turn a business vision into reality. 
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Strategize’s unique 
editorial focus on senior executives 

makes your media buying activities easier, offering direct 

access to this highly influential sector. We produce carefully 

targeted content to inspire and inform, reaching executives 

at a time when they are most involved and engaged.
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Q1 - Spring 2015
Sales deadline: 3/9/15
Copy deadline: 3/16/15
Cover: economic development
industry Spotlight: infrastructure
Special Feature: Our digital World
HR/Operational: Managing Your talent
Highlight Sections: Capital investments

Q2 - Summer 2015
Sales deadline: 6/8/15
Copy deadline: 6/15/15
Cover: Green/Sustainability
industry Spotlight: Manufacturing
Special Feature: Production Perfection
HR/Operational: HR technology advancements
Highlight Sections: Operational Best Practices

Q3 - FALL 2015
Sales deadline: 9/7/15
Copy deadline: 9/14/15
Cover: Real estate and Construction
industry Spotlight: Oil & Gas
Special Feature: it investments
HR/Operational: improving Leadership & development
Highlight Sections: energy Resources

Q4 - WinTer 2015
Sales deadline: 12/7/15
Copy deadline: 12/14/15
Cover: Hospitality
industry Spotlight: Casino
Special Feature: Luxury Living in 2016
HR/Operational: Mastering HR Processes
Highlight Sections: entertainment & travel

eDiTOriAL CALENDAR

DISCLAIMER: These dates are correct at the date of release but may be subject to change without notification.
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14%      Western U.S.

20.5%   Midwestern U.S.

13%      Northeastern U.S.

18%      Southern U.S.

08%      Western Canada   

09%      Central Canada 

17.5%   Eastern Canada

annual revenue

26%

$500mil - 
$1bil

13.5%

$1.5bil+

38.5%
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Under 
$100mil

job title

13%

Owner/
chairman

14%

cOO/
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Vice
President

68%

President/ 
cEO

employee size

32.5% 6% 8%33%20.5%

Under 499 500-999 10,000+1,000-
4,999

5,000-
9,999

reADerSHip

Truly successful businesses recognize 

that if they are to thrive rather than just survive in today’s marketplace, they must start with a 

plan. They must propose, plan, and prepare their way to success.

13%

20.5%
14%

18%

8%

17.5%

9%
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The following conditions apply to every advertisement submitted to Avenir Pub-
lishing:

No change to these terms is valid unless Avenir Publishing expressly agrees 
in a signed writing. All representations to the advertiser or agency are included 
within this document. The state and federal courts located in Chicago, Illinois shall 
provide exclusive jurisdiction and venue over any claim regarding this agreement, 
unless both parties agree to arbitration. The laws of the state of Illinois shall be 
applicable to all contracts performed completely within Illinois.

Avenir Publishing may refuse to publish any advertisement at its own discre-
tion for reasons including, but not limited to, content Avenir Publishing believes 
subscribers may find objectionable. If Avenir Publishing refuses to publish an 
advertisement, the advertiser must pay for advertising previously published as 
though the entire order were completed. 

Any advertisement that Avenir Publishing believes may cause confusion in 
subscribers as to whether the content is an advertisement must be clearly la-
beled as an advertisement, and Avenir Publishing may insert “ADVERTISEMENT” 
as Avenir Publishing believes is necessary.

Advertiser shall only use advertisements for its own organization, product, or 
service. Only Avenir Publishing can authorize the use of advertising space. An ad-
vertisement accepted by Avenir Publishing is not an endorsement of the adver-
tiser or any claims therein. 

Requests for placement and positioning may be honored, but any restrictions 
are subject to Avenir Publishing‘s discretion unless the advertiser has paid for a 
specific placement. If the advertiser cancels any order, fails to fulfill an order, or 
Avenir Publishing reasonably believes that the advertiser will fail to fulfill an order, 
the advertiser must pay any discounts on previously published advertisements. If 
the advertiser fails to provide their artwork in a timely manner, Avenir Publishing 
reserves the right to submit the advertisement copy on behalf of the client.

Orders for front covers, back covers, and single insertions cannot be cancelled. 
All other advertisements cannot be cancelled within 30 days of the closing date 
(e.g. closing date is May 31, cancellation must occur prior to May 1). Advertiser is 
responsible any costs, including services and materials, relating to the advertise-
ment incurred prior to cancellation.

Orders for advertisements submitting different rates than those listed in this 
media kit may be changed to reflect the rates in this media kit, and advertiser will 
be charged accordingly.

Interest will be charged the lesser of the highest legal rate on past due bal-
ances or 2% per month beginning 30 days from the date of the invoice. Advertiser 
agrees to pay costs, including attorney’s fees, necessary to collect any unpaid 
charge for any advertisement.

In the event any third parties are employed to collect any outstanding mon-
ies owed by said business the undersigned agrees to pay reasonable collection 
costs, including attorney fees, whether or not litigation has commenced, and all 
costs of litigation incurred.

By submitting an advertisement, advertiser represents that the content sub-
mitted does not violate any applicable law. Advertiser agrees jointly and severally 
to indemnify and hold harmless Avenir Publishing against any action, liability, loss, 
claim, or any other expense, including attorney’s fees, incurred by Avenir Publish-
ing due to receiving, possessing, copying, printing, distributing, or any dissemina-
tion of material supplied by, or created for and approved by, the advertiser.

If Avenir Publishing makes an error or omission in an advertisement, the dam-
age owed by Avenir Publishing is limited to the amount paid for said advertise-
ment. The advertiser may only receive a refund if the advertiser has submitted 
or approved a proof of the advertisement, and the proof differs from the adver-
tisement. The advertiser is responsible for the production quality of materials 
submitted to Avenir Publishing, and the advertiser is responsible for any charges 
resulting from changes made to submitted materials necessitated by advertiser’s 
failure to meet Avenir Publishing‘s specifications listed in this media kit. The ad-
vertiser must notify Avenir Publishing of any error within 30 days of receiving an 
invoice.

All orders placed by an agency acting with authority, bind the advertiser and 
agency, including any legal obligations relating to the advertisement. Avenir Pub-
lishing may bill either advertiser or agency. Billing the agency serves as notice to 
advertiser. Joint and several liability shall not be limited by agency receiving the 
bill. Advertiser’s liability to Avenir Publishing is not discharged by paying agency. 
Disputes between advertiser and agency shall not affect the rights of Avenir Pub-
lishing.

Avenir Publishing owns any copyright in any advertisement it creates, and the 
copyrighted material may not be used by anyone but Avenir Publishing without 
Avenir Publishing‘s prior written consent. All advertisements may be reproduced 
by Avenir Publishing in any form of media the issue appears in, whether the issue 
is reproduced in whole or in part. 

Terms And conditions

cOlOR RATES  1X  2X  3X  4X
2-Page Spread  $14,895   $13,895  $12,895  $10,895
Full Page   $7,870  $7,370  $6,870  $5,870
1/2 Page island  $5,525   $5,275  $5,025  $4,525
1/2 Page   $4,810  $4,560  $4,310  $3,810
1/4 Page   $3,395  $3,145  $2,895  $2,395

BlAck & WhITE  1X  2X  3X  4X
2-Page Spread  $12,895  $11,895  $10,895  $8,895
Full Page   $6,370  $5,870  $5,570  $5,370
1/2 Page island  $4,525  $4,275  $4,025  $3,525
1/2 Page   $3,810   $3,560  $3,310  $2,810
1/4 Page   $2,395   $2,145  $1,895  $1,500

cOVER POSITIONS      1X  2X       3X  4X
inside Front      $8,500  $8,250       $8,000  $7,000
inside Back      $8,500  $8,250       $8,000  $7,000
Outside Back      $9,000  $8,750       $8,500  $7,500

ADVerTiSing
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VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES
Sean Deaton

VICE PRESIDENT OF DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION
Cheryl Tyndall

LOCATION
Addison, Texas 

Regus USA

Regus is the world’s largest provider of flexible workspac-
es capable of meeting the needs of large corporations 
and small businesses. The company has focused on the 
Dallas-Fort Worth area recently, expanding to more sub-
urban locations to accommodate clients’ needs.

The company has 43 locations in the region right now, 
opening 10 new locations in 2013 and plans to continue 
to grow this year. 

“Our North American headquarters are based here, and 
the Dallas market is thriving,” says Sean Deaton, Vice 
President of Sales. “The workforce here is strong, and it’s 
fairly cost-effective. From a cost of living standpoint, it’s 
very good.” 

The Dallas-Fort Worth area offers numerous opportunities 
for Regus USA to expand from its more traditional central 
business district offices to areas not typically associated 
with shared office space. 

Continually Evolving
Growing Workspace Provider at Home in Dallas

Highland Park Village – Dallas, TX: Refresh Bar

IN2DESIGN
In2design is proud to be a strategic partner with 
Regus.  Collaborating to create inspiring, ener-
getic workspaces with unique products that are 
recognized for their quality, value and perfor-
mance. In2design is a leading Canadian Manu-
facturer offering a full range of Freestanding 
Furniture Solutions for the Office, Educational 
and Healthcare Environments. Our Products in-
clude Modular Furniture, Executive Casegoods, 
Table & Desking Systems, Boardroom and Meet-
ing Tables, and full range of specialized product 
solutions focused on the needs of the educa-
tional market. As our company name suggests 

“in2design” reflects our passion and our promise 
to develop innovative products that serve the 
needs and purpose of our customers.

In each issue of Strategize, we’ll clear out the clutter to 

reveal what’s really relevant. Our aim is to be your one-stop information source that 

brings the reader to the boardroom, following the national trends that affect business 

today, and the innovations of our most provocative business leaders.

FALL 2014    $16.00
strategizemagazine.com

19
CENTURY CASINOS
The First Casino And Horse Racing 
Venue That Calgary Has Seen In 
Nearly A Decade

Disney Store
P28

“Customer experience is what we’re 
known for, and it’s something 

we take very seriously,” says Elissa 
Margolis, senior vice president 

of Disney Store North America. 
“We really do everything through 

the eyes of our guests, so it’s all 
about engaging with them from 

the minute they get into the store. 
We talk about their favorite 

characters and stories so we 
are interacting with them 

in ways that are meaningful.”

36
TAYLORMADE GOLF
New Facility Promotes Growth 
And Manufacturing Effi  ciency

43
MAHINDRA USA
Strong Relationships And Quality         
Enables Impressive Growth
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SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Hotel Palomar
A part of the luxurious and boutique Kimpton Hotel Group, Hotel Palomar in San Francisco is a 

lavish and artful retreat within the heart of the Golden Gate City. Rising above the historic streetcars 

and bustling foot traffic of downtown San Francisco, 196 upscale guestrooms and suites give you 

that coveted balance of action and calm. Steps from the front door are museums, Union Square, 

SOMA, the convention center, shopping centers, trendy boutiques and galleries, and any number of 

happening eateries and bars. Complete with their own noir-inspired restaurant with patio dining, Hotel 

Palomar’s unparalleled hospitality and award winning services have everything you would want in a 

four-star stay in the City by the Bay.
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market watch
( S o u r c e :  L i p p e r  a  T h o m p s o n  R e u t e r s  C o m p a n y )
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Cumulative Total Reinvestment Performance %

Name of Index                                            Footnote

US EQUITIES

DJ Ind Average P IX -0.32 1.29 2.81 12.65 12.62 16.02 11.9 5.39

NASDAQ Composite P IX -1.9 1.93 7.59 19.14 20.08 22.99 16.18 9.01

S&P 500 Comp P IX -1.55 0.61 6.7 17.29 17 20.35 13.29 5.87

S&P Ind Comp P IX -1.83 0.49 6.48 17.31 16.2 19.91 14.19 7.55

NYSE Composite P IX -3.11 -2.52 2.91 11.24 13.89 16.37 9.14 5

NYSE AMEX Composite P IX -6.41 -6.23 7.4 10.26 3.39 8.31 7.94 7.44

Russell 2000 P IX -6.19 -7.65 -5.32 2.6 14.7 19.59 12.76 6.76

S&P 500 Daily Reinv IX 1, 2, 3 -1.4 1.13 8.34 19.73 19.54 22.99 15.7 8.11

DJ Ind Dly Reinv Avg IX 1, 3 -0.23 1.87 4.6 15.29 15.44 19.02 14.85 8.15

INTERNATIONAL EQUITIES-
local currency returns (3)

Xetra Dax TR IX 0.04 -3.65 -0.82 10.24 14.58 19.86 10.79 9.3

FTSE 100 P IX -2.89 -1.8 -1.87 2.48 7.39 8.9 5.22 3.78

Nikkei 225 Avg:Yen P IX 4.86 6.67 -0.72 11.88 35.03 22.96 9.8 4.1

Cumulative Total Reinvestment Performance %

FUND NAME

TOTAL NET 
ASSETS

($millions) 
8/31/14

INVESTMENT 
OBJECTIVE

1 Month 
8/31/14

to
9/30/14

Quarter 
6/30/14

to
9/30/14

YTD
12/31/13

to
9/30/14

1 Year 
9/30/13

to
9/30/14

2 Years* 
9/30/12

to
9/30/14

3 Years* 
9/30/11

to
9/30/14

5 Years* 
9/30/09

to
9/30/14

10 Years* 
9/30/04

to
9/30/14

SPDR S&P 500 ETF 172,701.4 SPSP -1.41 1.1 8.23 19.56 19.38 22.82 15.57 8.01

PIMCO:Tot Rtn;Inst 143,241.4 CPB -0.94 -0.36 3.33 3.29 1.26 4.57 5.07 6

Vanguard TSM Idx;Inv 117,852.4 MLCE -2.14 -0.06 6.86 17.6 19.46 22.91 15.7 8.5

Vanguard 500 Index;Adm 113,803.5 SPSP -1.4 1.12 8.31 19.68 19.49 22.95 15.67 8.1

Vanguard TSM Idx;Adm 103,709.4 MLCE -2.11 -0.03 6.95 17.76 19.61 23.07 15.83 8.61

Vanguard Instl Indx;Inst 98,092.0 SPSP -1.4 1.12 8.31 19.69 19.5 22.96 15.67 8.11

Vanguard TSM Idx;Inst 85,249.7 MLCE -2.1 -0.01 6.98 17.76 19.63 23.06 15.84 8.63

Vanguard Instl Indx;InsP 85,003.1 SPSP -1.4 1.13 8.33 19.72 19.52 22.98 15.7 8.14

Fidelity Contrafund 77,365.9 LCGE -1.13 1.77 6.24 17.42 18.43 21.51 15.74 10.28

American Funds Gro;A 73,975.0 LCGE -2.03 0.44 6.4 16.39 20.66 23.04 14.17 8.75

American Funds Inc;A 72,999.0 MTAM -1.61 -0.54 6.3 12.67 12.94 15.14 11.94 7.43

American Funds CIB;A 70,715.6 MTAG -2.17 -1.65 5.22 10.61 10.64 12.9 9.39 7.12

Dodge & Cox Intl Stock 62,253.9 ILCC -3.85 -2.71 4.97 13.19 20.25 18.7 9.38 8.86

Vanguard Wellington;Adm 62,063.5 MTAG -1.37 0.05 6.52 13.28 13.5 15.88 11.62 8.43

iShares:Core S&P 500 61,310.0 SPSP -1.4 1.12 8.3 19.66 19.47 22.9 15.61 8.05

Dodge & Cox Stock 59,074.5 LCVE -1.17 0.93 8.01 20.78 24.95 27.22 16.07 8.17

American Funds ICA;A 58,882.0 LCCE -1.46 0.94 9.27 20.66 20.8 22.72 14.19 7.89

American Funds CWGI;A 57,825.9 GLCC -2.38 -1.94 4.08 12.07 16.26 18.26 9.91 8.9

Franklin Cust:Inc;A 55,741.8 MTAM -3.12 -2.74 6.28 11.86 11.29 14.24 11.18 7.4

iShares:MSCI EAFE ETF 55,001.1 ILCC -3.86 -5.93 -1.46 4.08 13.44 13.5 6.45 6.19

Vanguard Tot Bd II; Inv 52,847.8 IID -0.74 0.19 4.12 3.77 0.88 2.21 3.95 *

American Funds Wash;A 52,334.5 LCCE -0.88 0.95 7.53 18.07 19.33 21.22 15.79 7.62

Vanguard Tot I Stk;Inv 51,445.6 IMLC -5.01 -5.56 -0.06 4.77 10.74 12.28 5.88 6.78

1 Month
8/31/14

to
9/30/14

2 Years*
9/30/12

to
9/30/14

YTD
12/31/13

to
9/30/14

5 Years*
9/30/09

to
9/30/14

Quarter
6/30/14

to
9/30/14

3 Years*
9/30/11

to
9/30/14

1 Year
9/30/13

to
9/30/14

10 Years*
9/30/04

to
9/30/14

 *   Periods longer than on year are  
      annualized
1   Calculation includes reinvestment 
      of daily distributions.
2   S&P 500 is a registered trademark 
      of Standard & Poor’s Corporation
3   Current values of these indices 
      are not redistributable by 
      Lipper Inc
ID Indicates a price only in US$
TR Indicates a total return index
P   Indicates a price only return

      50 Largest equity mutual funds    
      ranked by Total Net Asset

 *   Periods longer than on year are  
      annualized Vanguard FTSE Em Mkt ETF 50,321.9 EM -7.18 -2.43 4.45 6.12 2.96 7.72 4.32 *

PowerShares QQQ Trust 1 46,754.4 LCGE -0.77 5.46 13.61 27.19 21.72 25.07 19.75 11.78
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01 02 03 04
AVIATION AMERICAN GIN
Created to change the way people think about gin, 
Aviation American Gin is made in the traditional dry 
style with anything but a traditional fl avor profi le. 
Aviation explores the rich, fl oral and savory notes of 
lavender, cardamom, and sarsaparilla to capture the 
lushness, spice, creativity, and freshness of the Pa-
cifi c Northwest. This harmonious blend allows the 
craft spirit to shine on its own as well as when mixed 
in vintage drinks or contemporary culinary cocktails.
$29.95 | www.aviationgin.com

MARTIAN NOTIFIER SMARTWATCH
Martian smartwatches are unique in the category, 
sporting timeless analog watch designs that are 
fresh, modern and chic. The award-winning Martian 
Notifi er, is the newest product line, which intro-
duced exclusive smart notifi cations – with personal-
ized alerts from thousands of best-in-class apps for 
Sports, Fitness, Games, News and more.
$129.99 | www.martiannotifi er.com

BELLROY ELEMENTS TRAVEL WALLET
Featuring a water-resistant zip and heavy-duty 
leather, the Elements Travel keeps your essentials 
protected in tricky situations. Inside, there’s a travel 
pen for customs forms, a slot specifi cally for your 
passport, room for multiple currencies, and even 
enough space for your iPhone. Backed by their 
3-year warranty, it sure beats a beige body belt!
$139.95 | www.bellroy.com

MBI HF™ TITANIUM
The MBI HF™ is a technological marvel, ranked by 
many as the ultimate keychain fl ashlight (don’t let 
its small size fool you). Insanely bright for its size, a 
jewel like appearance, and ingenious UI…it’s called 
the “Holy Flashlight” for a reason.
$138 | www.matchboxinstruments.com/mbi-hf/

BROOKSTONE POCKET PROJECTOR PRO 
(200-LUMENS)
The size of a paperback, this amazing 200-lumens 
projector displays up to 100” images (diagonal) from 
most smartphones, tablets, computers and video/
game devices. Advanced DLP® technology results 
in a sharp, clear image on any fl at surface, with built-
in focus adjuster for optimum display. Dual speakers 
with volume control let you replace your TV for HD 
movies, videos and games!
$449.99 | www.brookstone.com/200-lumen-pock-
et-projector-pro

OBAN 14-YEAR-OLD
Crafted in one of the oldest licensed distilleries in 
Scotland, Oban 14 hails from the westernmost 
mainland towns in the Scottish Highlands. Its com-
plex fl avor profi le is the perfect balance of rich and 
smoky characteristics paired with citrus, fruit and 
salty notes.
$65 | www.malts.com

LOGITECH BLUETOOTH MULTI-DEVICE KEY-
BOARD
The Logitech Bluetooth Multi-Device Keyboard 
K480 is a cross-device desk keyboard designed to 
work with all major computing platforms: Windows, 
Mac, Chrome, iOS and Android. You can type on 
anything and immediately switch typing among any 
three connected Bluetooth devices using the Easy-
Switch rotary dial.
$49.99 | www.logitech.com

STREET BY 50 HEADPHONES
The SMS Audio Street by 50 over-ear headphones 
feature active noise cancelation (ANC) technology 
to eliminate unwanted ambient noise while on an 
airplane, at the offi ce or in other loud environments. 
Designed to withstand the everyday pressures of 
traveling, the durable and foldable headphones are 
equipped with soft leather memory foam cushions, 
an adjustable headband and an internal lithium bat-
tery with up to 70 hours of playtime. 
$279.95 | www.smsaudio.com

LUXURY GIFT IDEAS

product spotlight
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Strategize offers practical 
advice on formulating a 
roadmap to success
and highlights a wide array of topics, trends, strategies and 
case studies from a broad section of dynamic industry sectors.
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05 Education spotlight
Michigan State University

04 MarkEt watch

dallas

10 civic spotlight
Naperville Park District

20 dallas housing authority 
Large-Scale Redevelopment Effort
Helps Transform Neighborhood

14 rEgus usa
Growing Workspace Provider 
At Home In Dallas

SUMMER

Dallas/Fort Worth: economic Development
Improvements Focus On Multifaceted Place-Making Conceptcover story

12
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54
Caesars entertainment Corporation
Harrah’s Atlantic City Meeting Facility Will Encourage 
Flexibility, Cater To A New Business Market

34
mauriCes
Headquarters For Rapidly Growing Company To Be The Largest 
Commercial Development In History Of Downtown Duluth

economic development

hospitality

real estate

healthcare

76 Campus evolution villages 
Campus Evolution Advances Niche 
Housing Market

70 the Freshwater group 
The Freshwater Group Combines State-
Of-The-Art Medical Care, Alternative 
Therapies To Enhance Senior Living

23 staFFelbaCh 
Staffelbach’s Workplace Designs Emphasize 
Collaboration And Flexibility

68 the Klein Company 
The Klein Company’s Quality Construction 
And Green Initiatives Will Benefit 
Apartments For Years To Come

45 marinette marine 
Massive Renovation Of Shipyard
Boosts Production Capabilities 

30 mississippi siliCon
New Manufacturing Plant Will Provide Jobs, 
Supply Silicon Metal For Various Industries

66 morguard
Morguard Is Developing The First Phase 
Of The Translink Logistics Centre At The 
Global Transportation Hub

50 grinnell mutual reinsuranCe
Firm Aims To Double Revenue, Become A 
Billion-Dollar Company

56 the morlin group
Real Estate Firm Brings Added Luxury
And Amenities To Hotel Developments

60 riChard sandoval restaurants
Richard Sandoval Restaurants Poised For 
Significant Expansion In Coming Months

72 provision living 
Provision Living’s Clear Vision Guides 
Growth For Senior Living Assistance

80 unC hospitals 
New UNC Hospital Facility Meets
The Needs Of Less Acute Patients 64 regenCy Centers Corporation

Established Reit Forms Successful Formula 
Retail Centers

38 remy international
Organization’s Versatility Is A Major 
Strength For Meeting Ever-Shifting 
Demands In The Auto Industry

26 renaissanCe dallas hotel
Renaissance Dallas Hotel Expands Its 
Offerings To Accommodate Group Events 
And Fine Dining Options

43 rue21
Adaptability To Varied Markets Leads
To Expansion Success For Rue 21

83 sabra health Care reit
A Thorough Understanding Of All Aspects 
Of The Industry Leads To Success 

58 simmons bedding Company
Product Advancement, Sustainability 
And Customer Focus Drive Simmons
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President
George Goldfarb

director oF coMMunications
Laura Sieger

Location
Duluth, Minnesota

maurices

It’s an exciting time for maurices, a chain of fashion stores 
for women who embrace who they are and what they 
want to express in their own unique style. The company is 
experiencing some significant growth nationwide, and is 
now breaking ground on an ambitious headquarters facility 
in Duluth, Minnesota. 

The 11-story building will cover a whole city block, making it 
the biggest commercial project in the history of downtown 
Duluth. The State of Minnesota and City of Duluth provided 
nearly $20 million of the $70 million to provide a public 
parking ramp and skywalk infrastructure as part of the 
project. The headquarters will be complete in spring 2016.

The project will give maurices greater flexibility to change 
with the market while providing a more fun, fashionable and 
exciting workplace. The company had a significant need to 
develop the new headquarters. 

“We are currently in three buildings in downtown Duluth, 
and it’s a really discombobulated environment from the 
standpoint of us not getting the adjacency we would like,” 
says George Goldfarb, President. “We’ve set up the future 
offices around three focuses — wellness, collaboration 

Pushing Forward
Headquarters for rapidly growing company to be the largest 

commercial development in history of downtown Duluth

maurices  Storefront - Duluth, MN
maurices Denim Wall
interior view Duluth, MN
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and training and development, with training 
and development being a huge part of the 
company’s vision.”

According to Goldfarb, the new facility will 
make optimal use of natural light and provide a 
more positive and energetic atmosphere for its 
employees, who maurices calls associates. 

“It has a great views and lots of windows and 
daylight throughout the building,” he says. “It 
really is a great building that is complementary 
to the Duluth landscape. It’s a great chance 
to bring the team together in a much better 
environment for everyone.”

a growing nationaL retaiLer

With more than 900 stores in 46 states and 
Canada, including 250 that have opened 
within the last five years, maurices is a rapidly 
expanding company that has sky-high growth 
potential. Its culture and customer-centric 
approach has served it well in recent years.

“We really pride ourselves on our culture and 
we have a tremendous focus on our customer,” 
Goldfarb says. “We know our target customer 
by name here and really understand who she 
is. She’s a mid-20 to 30-something woman, and 
we offer her great fashion value and service 

that goes well beyond service in the traditional 
sense. We really create a relationship with our 
customers in these small- to mid-sized markets 
where we do business.”

The new headquarters will feature a number of 
amenities, including a fitness center, an outdoor 
plaza overlooking Lake Superior and a wealth of 
meeting space. There will also be healthy food 
options that will help fulfill the company’s focus 
on wellness.

Perhaps most important is the way the new 
headquarters will change the way employees 
interact with each other throughout the workday.

“I cannot emphasize enough that we have 
structured this building around collaboration, 
whether it’s in the meeting rooms, our large 
family room overlooking Lake Superior and 
adjacent to our mock store and outdoor plaza 
or just big spaces where we can congregate,” 
Goldfarb says. “It gives us space to do our 
quarterly ‘town halls’ and other meetings, where 
everyone can stay up to date with what’s going 
on in the company.”

To that end, maurices has made flexibility and 
movement key priorities when designing its new 
building. 

maurices fitting room 
lounge Duluth, MN maurices store  Duluth, MN
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“IF you Want  
to knoW Who’s 
accountaBle,  
just read the  
name on the 
door.”

“since 1933, stephens has operated under 

the vision and values set forth by my father 

and my uncle. they held themselves directly 

accountable for the success of their clients, 

valuing relationships much more than 

transactions. I saw their integrity in action, 

sometimes at the expense of the firm — but 

always what they thought was right. they built 

their names upon the respect and honesty 

of these long-term partnerships. and as a 

stephens, I couldn’t work any other way.”

Warren Stephens, CEO

stephens Inc. • memBer nyse, sIpc • 800-643-9691 stephens.com

Sharp is proud to be Chartwell Seniors Housing REIT’s
vendor of choice for all of their business product needs.

Essential Business Products
       With Advanced Technology

The Sharp business product line has been carefully developed to offer an array of options, features and 
capacities for companies big and small with the advanced technology, performance and quality you expect. 
With products that capitalize on innovation, Sharp imagers utilize award-winning technology  that increases 
efficiency and enhances system reliability.  

ADVerTiSerS

Tomorrow’s Ideas For Today’s Business

• Albi Homes Ltd.
• Ameron International
• American Express
• Anheuser Busch Media Group
• Balfour Beatty
• Beck Design
• Benjamin Moore Paints
• BIC Corporation Inc
• Black & Decker
• Canac Inc
• Cisco
• Citi Smith Barney
• Citizens Bank
• Clark Builders
• Clear Channel Outdoor
• Del Monte
• Design Collective
• Ecomark
• Edwards & Zuck PC
• Ferguson Enterprises
• Fox Video
• Freudenberg
• General Electric
• Genie Industries
• Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
• Grubb & Ellis
• Heineken USA
• Honeywell
• Hoshizaki America
• Hunt Construction
• Ingersoll Rand
• Intrawest
• Jacobs Engineering
• Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates
• Konami Gaming

• KONE
• LaFarge Gypsum Canada
• Ledcor Constructors
• Marriott Hotel 
• Michelin
• Nemetz (S/A) & Associates
• Newmark Homes LLC
• Otis Elevator
• Panasonic Canada
• paric corporation
• PCL Construction Management
• Pellow Architects
• Perkins + Will
• Phillips Co.
• PricewaterhouseCoopers
• Procter & Gamble
• Royal Bank of Canada
• Samsung
• Sharp Electronics of Canada
• Skanska USA 
• Skidmore Owings & Merrill
• snc lavalin
• Stantec
• Speedo USA
• Starwood Hotels
• Tamko Building Products
• The Coca-Cola Company
• TXN Logistics
• Unisource Canada
• US Bank
• Valvoline
• Walsh Group
• Wildman, Harrold, Allen & Dixon
• WRD Borger Construction
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EVERy ISSUE IS NOW AVAIlABlE
ONlINE WITh INTERAcTIVE cAPABIlITIES
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Profile your company, product, news 
or service in Strategize Magazine. We can 

structure content to maximize your visibility and exposure, while ensuring an 'evergreen' 

nature to the coverage by guaranteeing three month's coverage in print and a year's 

coverage online.
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